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COPYRIGHT,, LIMITATION S AN D THE THREE-STEP TEST 
Ann Analysis of the Three-Step Test in International and EC Copyright Law 

Marti nn Senftlebe n 

Thee three-step test by which limitations on exclusive copyrights are confined to 'certain 
speciall cases' which do not conflict with a 'normal exploitation of the work' and do not 
'unreasonablyy prejudice the legitimate interests of the author' is among the most enduring 
off standards affecting limitations on intellectual properly rights. Its field of application is the 
delicatee balance between exclusive rights and sufficient breathing space for the free Row 
off ideas and information. However, the emerging information society has thrown numerous 
unforeseenn obstacles in the once-clear path of its implementation. Can the traditional 
balancee between grants and reservations of copyright law be recalibrated along the lines 
off the three-step test in order to meet current and future needs? Controversies over this 
cruciall question in Europe, the U.S., Australia, and elsewhere, as well as in two significant 
WTOO panels in 2000 have brought the three-step test into focus, the essential principle 
governingg copyright limitations in the information society. 

Investigatingg the development, structure, and function of the three-step test in international 
copyrightt law with thoroughness and precision. Copyright, Limitations and the Three-Step 
TestTest offers a close and insightful analysis of its continuing utility for the twenty-first century. 
Thee book includes: 

viablee restatements of the rationales of copyright protection for the emerging IP 
environment; ; 
neww insights into the relationship between copyright protection and copyright limitations; 
in-depthh explanation of the structure and functioning of the three-step test; 
detailedd interpretations of each criterion of the test; 
discussionn of the two WTO panel reports dealing with the test; 
aa proposal for the further improvement of the copyright system and the international rules 
governingg copyright law; 
detaile dd informatio n about internationa l conferenc e materia l concernin g the test; and 
discussio nn of potentia l futur e trend s in copyrigh t law. 

Thee autho r provide s many example s that demonstrat e the test' s impac t on differen t types of 
limitations ,, such as privat e use privilege s and the U.S. fair use doctrine . He explain s the 
test' ss  role in the Europea n Copyrigh t Directive . The detaile d examinatio n and explanatio n 
off  the three-ste p test wil l be of extraordinar y value to policymakers , judges , and lawyer s in 
thee field  of intellectua l propert y law seekin g to react adequatel y to the challenge s of the 
digita ll  environment . 


